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ABSTRACT
After a developer has developed a software system, his/her cus-
tomers sometimes claim missing requirements. Since there are
various kinds of missing requirements, there are no silver bullets
to solve all of these situations. The approach of our research to
solve this problem is based on conceptual models. We focus on
a web system as an example to �nd missing requirements with
regard to accessing paths to pull certain information from known
information. An association between two concepts in a conceptual
model implies that a user of the web system traverses from a page
in which he/she got information to another page in which he/she
will �nd new information. We exploit a method to derive possible
accessing paths from associations in a conceptual model. Class Dia-
gram in UML is applied to draw conceptual models with actors and
their accessing permissions; which are, create, read, update, and
delete. As a result, linearly connected paths are generated for each
actor with regard to their accessing permissions. Each path from
one concept to another concept via multiple concepts is called a
traverse. The method is implemented as a tool named Traverser.
Traverser automatically generates an actors’ possible accessing
paths with a conceptual model, so that developers and requesters
able to become aware of missing requirements. In order to evaluate
the e�ectiveness of the method, we studied a case and clari�ed
whether the tool contributes to the completeness of requirements
or not. The domain of the case is academic a�airs. As a result of the
case study, Traverser was able to generate new accessing paths
that had not previously been implemented within the system.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Object oriented develop-
ment;
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1 INTRODUCTION
After a developer has developed software systems, his/her cus-
tomers sometimes claim missing requirements. Since there are
various kinds of missing requirements, there are no silver bullets
to solve all of these situations. Use case models [12] are popularly
applied to developing requirements speci�cations. The use case de-
scriptions are adequate to de�ne functional requirements, however,
except that users’ activities in the real world are mostly ignored.
From the use case model’s point of view, a system can be con-
structed by integrating functional requirements, however, a user’s
daily work is not simply constituted by these functions. One of a
user’s activities may be that the user searches several web pages,
traces hyperlinks to get required information, makes a decision in
the real world, and comes back to the system to input certain data. If
a requirements analyst cannot grasp these activities, the developed
system may be incapable of satisfying users’ needs. As a result, the
customers claim missing requirements after the system’s release.
The hyperlinks must be de�ned in requirements speci�cations in
order to help users get required information and make decisions in
their daily work.

Such activities are sometimes de�ned as user stories [3] in an
embedded system; e.g. cellular phones, household electric appli-
ances. User scenarios have the shortcoming of that there are few
systematic methods to de�ne user scenarios, since they depend
on developers’ intuitive ideas with regard to their usage in the
real world. In order to resolve this di�culty, an analyst focuses on
a certain user as a “persona.” Persona analysis [8] is an e�ective
method used to de�ne user scenarios for a product which has a
target market, in other words, target users. Unfortunately, users of
web systems arepeople of a wide variety of ages, diverseoccupa-
tions, and with varying purposes. Therefore, it is not adequate to
focus on “persona” alone to avoid missing requirements of more
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general information systems. Here, we have researched another
way to avoid missing requirements.

This paper focuses on a conceptual model. A conceptual model
represents a structure of the target domain of the developing system.
We assume that a conceptual model includes common concepts that
each “persona” holds in order to guide most kinds of people to ma-
nipulate the system and �nd required information. The conceptual
model contains concepts and their relations. Each relation can be
interpreted as a fragment of accesses of any particular users from
one concept to another concept. By integrating those relations, we
can derive the possible access routes of users. When these frag-
ments constitute a route as the access route of users, we have to
take into account the access permission of users. An access path of
a user is referred to as a “traverse” in this paper. A possible traverse
implies the users travel process within a system. After de�ning
requirements based on the traverse of users, we are able to vali-
date them and �nd missing requirements. This paper introduces
a method and a tool that derives the possible traverses of each
user group. We will show the e�ectiveness of the method to �nd
missing requirements by comparing the derived requirements and
the requirements implemented within an actual system.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we introduce
related work for eliciting requirements. Section 3 and 4 present
a method and a tool that generate traverses respectively. Section
5 introduces the overview and the result of an experiment. We
conducted the experiment on a system of academic a�airs of the
Open University of Japan in order to evaluate the e�ectiveness
of our approach. In section 6, we discuss the e�ectiveness of the
method we have proposed. In the last section, we conclude this
paper.

2 RELATEDWORK
When it is anticipated that various users will be indirectly partic-
ipating in the developing system, a requirements analyst cannot
conduct interviews with all of those users. In such a case, the an-
alyst is recommended to de�ne a typical user as a persona and
analyze the behavior of that persona [1]. This method is called,
“Persona analysis.” Persona analysis is an e�ective method to elicit
interactions between a person and the developing system [8]. How-
ever, it is inadequate in its reach for the eliciting requirements
of systems so that the requirements satisfy the goals of various
kinds of users. Especially for web systems, requirements analysts
should take into account various people as stakeholders. We need
additional methods for eliciting requirements.

In requirements engineering, the activities of a persona are de-
�ned as scenarios [6] or user stories [3]. Scenarios are written in
natural language, so that they contribute to the improvement of the
readability of requirements speci�cations [5]. On the other hand,
scenario analysis has a drawback, that being, it has less evaluation
processes with regard to the completeness of scenarios. Actually, it
is impossible to de�ne complete number of those scenarios since
there are in�nite number of scenarios in the real world. In order
to solve the problem, more abstract approach is applied. Use case
modeling [12] has cope with the di�culties by abstract scenarios
called use cases. However, it still remains problems. For example,

we cannot determine whether the use case model covers all of the
users’ requirements or not. We have to deal with those problems.

Goal-oriented requirements engineering (GORE) is proposed
in order to elicit requirements. i* [22, 23] by Yu et al. is one of
the GORE methods. i* consists of two models: i.e. a strategic de-
pendency model and a strategic rational model. These models are
developed by focusing on stakeholders’ intentions. i* is extended to
a social requirements elicitation method named Tropos [22]. Fur-
thermore, Tropos method is extended as a method in order to elicit
security requirements as Secure Tropos [15]. The Non-Functional
Requirements (NFR) framework by Chung et al. [7] is also a GORE
method. NFR framework represents a structure of a goal model
with NFR so that engineers are able to improve the completeness of
non-functional requirements. KAOS [9] is another GORE method.
KAOS integrates a goal model, a static model, and temporal logic.
These GORE methods are e�ective in initiating the requirements
elicitation from a business level to a system level which includes
security requirements and non-functional requirements. In our ap-
proach, we focus on eliciting requirements based on user travel
within a web system. These requirements are not functional re-
quirements, but provide developers a way to connect functional
requirements.

Conceptual modeling has also been utilized for requirements elic-
itation. Rolland pointed out the importance of conceptual models for
the improvement of the quality of requirements speci�cations [19].
In this paper, we de�ne a conceptual model as the source of require-
ments, so that we �nd missing requirements in the requirements
speci�cation of a developing software system.

Applying ontology is an important approach for requirements
elicitation. According to Studer’s de�nition, “an ontology is a for-
mal, explicit speci�cation of a shared conceptualization” [21]. On-
tology has three layers; i.e. domain, inference, and task. Kaiya et
al. utilize the domain and inference layers in their requirements
elicitation method named ORE (Ontology based Requirements En-
gineering) [13]. ORE is able to help analysts elicit functional re-
quirements. Our focus is to construct possible customer journeys
within the system with a conceptual model.

Further, Nalchigar et al. introduced a conceptual modeling frame-
work by focusing on information systems that mainly manipulate
data [18]. The aim of the framework is to bridge a gap between busi-
ness strategy and developing systems. Insfrán also applied concep-
tual models for the prediction and elicitation of requirements [11].
The �nal product of their method is a program source code. The
method may improve the productivity of development, but it does
not have a mechanism to elicit coarse-grained requirements: e.g.
requirements with multiple use cases.

Nakatani was attempting to predicate requirements changes
and explore unde�ned requirements with a conceptual modeling
technique [17]. Goto et al. developed an event list generation system
by extracting scenarios from class diagrams [10]. They utilized class
diagrams as a tool to represent conceptual model. However, it being
the case that multiplicities and access permissions are omitted. We
extended their logic with regard to the omitted issues.

In this paper, we focus on web systems with diverse users. Users
of web systems traverse among numerous pages. Thus, we need
to analyze their activities or journey within the system. In order
to analyze the users’ activities, we build a mechanism to derive
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object-links from a conceptual model. In this paper, we introduce
a method to de�ne traverse paths based on connections among
objects within the conceptual model.

There are methods to construct conceptual models, such as that
introduced by Montes, which is a method that creates conceptual
models from use cases automatically [14]. Their method is a tra-
ditional object-oriented method: �rstly, �nd objects in use cases
and secondly, de�ne relations based on use case scenarios. Augusto
proposed a method that translates business process model to con-
ceptual model, rather than create a structural model (conceptual
model) directly [2]. Creating and applying conceptual models is a
useful means for the understanding of the target world and de�ning
requirements. In this paper, we discuss methods to create concep-
tual models less, and focus on a way to create users’ traverse paths
from a conceptual model, and as a result, improve the completeness
of requirements.

In our previous work [16], we proposed a method that generates
possible traverse paths of actors by utilizing a conceptual model.
However, that method only took into account the actors’ “read”
permission. Furthermore, the rules to generate paths are not clearly
de�ned. This paper absorbs the other three types of permissions:
create, update, and delete. We also de�ne the rules to generate
traverse paths.

3 A METHOD OVERVIEW
3.1 Approach
We can exemplify use case description as, “after an actor inputs
the name or the ID of a subject, the system shows lecturers of the
subject.” In such a use case, its pre-conditions and post-conditions
are de�ned, while the context of the usage is not. Our proposing
approach represents the context of a functional requirement in a
traverse in that possible accessing paths are included. For example,
when a requirement is “an actor must be able to access an X object”,
the traverse can include the context ofthe requirement as “an actor
accesses an X object from an A object” or “the actor accesses a B
object from the A object, the X object from the B object” on the basis
of the actors permissions.

We apply class diagrams in UML to represent conceptual mod-
els. Thus, in conceptual models, there are classes and associations
between classes which are the abstraction of objects in the world.
Actors use the system by traversing within their mental model,
when they travel in the web systems. We interpret their travel to
a traverse within the conceptual model from one class to another
class via multiple classes by tracing associations. In order to derive
a traverse as an actor’s possible exploration route among the web
pages provided by the developing system, we have to take into
account the permission of each actor. If the actor is permitted to
access an object, s/he can reach and refer the web page of the object.

There are four types of permission; create, read, update, and
delete. In the real world, the authorization of these accesses is per-
formed on real world objects. Unfortunately, class diagrams do not
represent objects, but classes. The properties of a link between real
world objects are not represented in a class diagram explicitly, but
are implicitly represented by associations; i.e. multiplicities, roles,
and constraints. In the object-oriented way of thinking, however,
we do not clearly de�ne the permissions of actors. We apply roles

Figure 1: A sample class diagramwith authorized actors and
their access permissions.

and constraints of class diagrams to an authorized actors’ category
and access permissions respectively.

Because the conceptual model is utilized to derive traverses, we
must build another model: actors’ inheritance structure. From a data
model view, the conceptual model represents object structure that
is accessed by actors, and actors’ inheritance structure represents
authorization structure.

3.2 Actor and permission
Fig. 1 represents a sample class diagram with authorized actors and
their access permissions. In the �gure, constraints added to each
actor; c, r, u, and d, are abbreviations of four types of permission;
create, read, update, and delete respectively. The �gure interpreted
is as follows:
• A Person is permitted to access to read the links to Faculty
objects from a University object.
• An Executive is permitted to access and allowed to create,
update, and delete the links to Faculty objects from the Uni-
versity object.
• (According to the actors’ inheritance structure,) An Executive
is also permitted to access to read the links to Faculty objects
from a University object.

As shown in the �gure, if we take into account authorized actors,
we have to de�ne actors’ categories in the conceptual model. Fur-
thermore, in order to save the space of the model, the name of
each actor can be abbreviated. For example, P may be used as the
abbreviation of Person. We apply this manner to the second case
study in section 5.

When a permission is granted, each actor traverses through an
association, which intern is de�ned between classes in a conceptual
model, furthermore, readers must interpret the model that each
actor is allowed to access with regard to the link between objects.

The next problem to interpreting the conceptual model and grasp
possible access paths is, how to interpret four types of access; i.e.
read, create, update, and delete. The answers are as follows.
• Read permission
An actor can trace the link from an A object to a B object,
if s/he is permitted to read the link to reach the B object. In
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Fig. 1, Executive is permitted to access (c, u, and d) Faculty
object from University object. But Executive inherits from
Person, and Person is permitted to access (r) Faculty object.
Thus, Executive is also permitted to access (r) Faculty object,
too.
• Create permission
If an actor can access a B object from an object with “create”
permission, we can interpret it in two ways. One way is
that the actor can create a new link from the A object to the
existing B object. Such a function may be implemented in a
program as “add” operation by inputting/selecting a certain
identi�cation of the B object. The other way is that the ac-
tor can create a new B object. However, since a conceptual
model is a static model, we cannot present “...ing”, “before”,
“after”, or ”simultaneous” meanings. Therefore, we do not
take into account the latter way. In our method, if the actor
is permitted the link with “create” access, we interpret the
access as create a new link to the existing object only.
• Update permission
If an actor can access a B object from an object with “update”
permission, we interpret the actor can delete the existing link
from the A object to the B object and can also create a new
link to the other existing B object. The update permission
does not intend to permit the actor to update the B object.
We need be concerned about the rules of the permission of
update associations with the exception of “association class.”
If and only if the link has an association object instantiated
from an association class, the object can be updated with the
update operation on the link. Because the association object
is de�ned on the link, when the linked object is exchanged,
the associated object is initialized.
• Delete permission
If an actor can access a B object from an object with “delete”
permission, we interpret the actor can delete the existing
link from the A object to the B object. It cannot allow the
actor to delete the linked B object, of course, since it may
be referred by other objects. If the link has an association
object derived from an association class, it must be deleted
with the deletion of the link.

3.3 Start of a traverse
A traverse starts from a class with a stereotype: «open», basically.
The open classes are opened for every user who accesses its web
page. When we generate a traverse within a conceptual model, a
start class should be designated. Furthermore, in order to evaluate
the access permission of an actor, the traverse needs the designation
of the actor. There is another stereotype: «closed». The closed
classes are opened for restricted actors. We pursue the restriction
in our future work. It needs the object level analysis rather than
the class level analysis.

3.4 Termination of a traverse
After the traverse starts from a certain class, we have to de�ne rules
to prevent an endless loop that would otherwise occur. A traverse
is terminated by a termination class. The “termination class” is a
class that does not have any relations to other classes, or, the class

Figure 2: Start and termination of a traverse.

only has a relation with other classes that have been visited in
the traverse. A traverse starts from a certain class and ends at the
termination class.

Fig. 2 shows an example of the termination of a traverse. The
model is interpreted as follows:
• A lecturer opens multiple subjects and, each subject is lec-
tured by one or more lecturers.
• Each subject provides teaching materials to students, and
has relations to other subjects.

For example, after a person gets the information of a lecturer, this
actor starts his/her traverse from Lecturer to Subject. After reaching
Subject, s/he can traverse associations to other subjects and return
to Subject. Here, s/he comes back to the visited class on this traverse.
Then, their traverse is terminated.When s/he comes back to Lecturer
from Subject to get lecturers of the subject, their traverse is also
terminated. A traverse from Subject to TeachingMaterial is also
terminated, since the relation between Subject and TeachingMaterial
is an aggregation which provides a one-way path. We will describe
“aggregation” shortly.

3.5 Rules of constructing a traverse
Classes in a class diagram have aggregations, associations, and
generalization or specialization. In order for traverses to be consid-
ered for generation from the conceptual model, we de�ne rules to
interpret the conceptual model as follows:
• Association
It guides an access path and allows actors bidirectional ac-
cesses from one side to the other side.
• Aggregation
It guides an access path and allows actors access from the
aggregation class to the aggregated class, but it does not
allow the actors to take a backward traverse.
• Multiplicity
A functional requirement: “a person can know the lecturers
of a subject” can be elicited in Fig. 2, since the Subject is an
open access object and an actor Person is permitted to read
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Figure 3: A conceptual model with an association class.

the association between Subject and Lecturer. As shown in
Fig. 2, the association is de�ned between Subject and Lecturer
with 0..* to 1..* multiplicity. “*” is interpreted as “many” in
class diagrams. The traverse for an actor Person from a Subject
object to Lecturer objects is interpreted as “An actor Person
who accesses a Subject object is permitted to access (read)
Lecturer objects from the subject, and access (read) Subject
objects from each Lecturer object.”
• Association class
Association class shown in Fig. 3 provides a ternary relation
that has two types of possible traverse as follows:
– From a class on one side to a class on the other side:
For example, an actor Studentwho can read his/her Student
object is permitted to read Subject objects from the refer-
ring Student object. In another case, an actor Student who
read a Subject object, is permitted to read a closed Student
object from the referring Subject object. The latter case of
traverse has a problem, since every student is restricted
to access other student’s personal data. We describe the
problem on the restriction in the next section.

– From a class on one side to an association class on the
association with the other side class:
An actor Studentwho accesses a Student object, s/he is per-
mitted to read Registration objects based on the relations
between the referring Student object and Subject objects.
There is another case. An actor Lecturer who accesses a
Subject object, s/he is permitted to read and update the
Registration objects on the relation between the referring
Subject object and every Student object that registered
themselves to the subject.

• Generalization
What kind of operations are permitted to each actor who in-
herits properties from super classes? Basically, access autho-
rizations aremanagedwithin an actors’ inheritance structure.
The example is shown in Fig. 4. Here are rules to interpret
the conceptual model. The example of the conceptual model
is shown in Fig. 5.
– Substitution
If a class inherits its superclass, the instance of the class can
be an instance of the superclass. For example, Ocational-
Student and RegularStudent inherit Student and Supervisor
inherits Lecturer. Thus, the instances of OcationalStudent
and RegularStudent are authorized as instances of Student.
Similarly, the instances of Supervisor are authorized as

Figure 4: An example of actors’ inheritance structure.

Figure 5: An example of conceptual model for actors in
Fig. 4.

the instances of Lecturer. Therefore, the instance of Reg-
ularStudent who accesses their own data is permitted to
create and/or read his/her registration objects on the as-
sociations with instances of Subject.

– Specialization
Student is inherited by OcationalStudent and RegularStu-
dent, the instance of Student may be an authorized actor
of OcationalStudent or RegularStudent. If the superclass is
an abstract class, the permissions de�ned on the associa-
tion between the class and other classes must be applied
to all of the instances of subclasses. If the superclass is a
concrete class, the permissions de�ned on the association
between the class and other classes must be applied to all
of the instances of subclasses and the concrete class.

Our method requires analysts to de�ne an actors’ inheri-
tance structure and a conceptual model separately. This is
because, if the actors’ inheritance structure is de�ned within
the conceptual model, we cannot distinguish actors and their
data objects. The model of actors’ inheritance structure and
a conceptual model are mandatory in our method. Mark-
ing «actor» stereotype on the actors’ classes helps readers
understand distinguish the models.
Each object instantiated from a class in the conceptual model
is accessed by actors. Thus, the following traverses can be
derived from Fig. 5 based on the actors inheritance structure
in Fig. 4.
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– An actor Student accesses a Student object1, and accesses
(create and/or read) Subject objects.

– (Specialization) An actor Student accesses a Student ob-
ject itself, and may or may not access (read) at most one
Supervisor.

– (Substitution) An actor OccationalStudent accesses a Stu-
dent object itself, and accesses (create and/or read) Subject
objects from the Student object.

3.6 Process
The process of our method is as follows:

(1) Develop a conceptual model agreed on by domain experts.
(2) De�ne actors’ groups in an inheritance structure.
(3) De�ne permissions for every actors’ category to access every

association/aggregation in the conceptual model.
(4) Traverse classes by tracing associations/aggregations via

classes for each permitted actor and construct possible tra-
verses for each actors’ category.
This activity is supported by a tool named Traverser that
we will mention in the next section.

(5) Validate speci�ed requirements with derived traverses.
When an analyst de�nes permissions on associations, s/he can
concentrate on both sides of each association. By picking up actors
one by one, s/he analyzes the actor’s permissions. We consider
these processes to be applicable for practitioners. The evaluation
of the practicability is our future work.

4 A TOOL: TRAVERSER
4.1 Overview
In order to generate traverses from a conceptual model with an
actors’ inheritance structure, we extended an editor of class dia-
grams and developed Traverser2. Traverser supports engineers
with the following functions.
• De�ne a conceptual model and an actors’ inheritance struc-
ture.
Traverser provides drawing functions of a class diagram.
• Explore and generate possible traverses.
A traverse is generated from a designated class to the termi-
nal classes for an arbitrary actor according to the rules of
constructing a traverse.
• Present accessible scope of an actor.
When an analyst designates an actor and a start class of a
traverse, Traverser highlights the scope that the actor can
travel.
• Generate prohibited traverses.
In order to make developers and requesters aware of missing
requirements, Traverser generates prohibited traverses.

The generated traverses must be e�ective to elicit missing re-
quirements, when developers and requesters work together to re-
view. The image of Traverser is shown in Fig. 6. Traverse repre-
sents the conceptual model of OUJ’s study supporting system that
will be described in the second case study.

1It must be the actor itself.
2Traverser is available from http://www.s-lagoon.co.jp/Traverser/

In order to visualize the scope of each actor’s permitted accesses,
Traverser provides a highlight function. Fig. 7 highlights the scope
of OrdinaryPerson and Student seen from University. Traverser
requests analysts to select a class in the conceptual model as a start
point of traverses and designate an actor who traverses within the
conceptual model. The di�erencesof the scope between actors are
clearly visualized.

4.2 Prohibition of accesses
Traverser generates traverses that help developers and requesters
realize missing requirements. A conceptual model is sometimes
too di�cult for non-engineers to pick up actors’ permitted actions
based on the actors’ inheritance structure. In order to perceive
requesters errors in the derived traverses, Traverser derives the
“prohibition accesses” of actors.

The prohibition access is represented as a negative traverse. It is
similar to “inverse requirement” that Berry, D. et al. proposed [4].
“Inverse requirement” is a description to reduce the ambiguity of
normal requirements written in natural language. According to
Fig. 4 and Fig. 3, the tool derives the following permitted and pro-
hibited accesses. This not to imply, that these descriptions picked
up only readable permissions.
• (Permitted accesses):
(1) An actor Lecturer who accesses a Subject object, can ac-

cess the Student objects from the Subject object, and the
Registration object of the Subject object for each Student
object.

(2) An actor Student who accesses the Student object can ac-
cess the Subject objects from the Student object, as well as
the Registration object of each Subject object.

(3) An actor Student who accesses the Student object can ac-
cess the Subject objects from the Student object, as well as
the Student objects from each Subject object.

• (Prohibition of accesses):
(1) An actor Lecturer cannot access any Subject objects from

the speci�ed Student object.
The traverse (3) requirement derived as a permitted access is a
wrong requirement, because the Student object should not be ac-
cessed by any students except themselves. The prohibition of access
(1) description must be discussed by requesters whether the descrip-
tion is correct or not. We will improve the quality of Traverser,
but imperfect traverses may be useful for requesters and devel-
opers in the discussions concerning their requirements, missing
requirements, and/or business rules. Evaluation of usefulness of
Traverser is one of our future works.

5 EXPERIMENT
The e�ectiveness of Traverser is evaluated through an experiment
in this section. In the evaluation, we discuss whether the traverses
are e�ective in eliciting missing requirements or not. The target of
the experiment was a system of academic a�airs.

5.1 Overview
We selected an example for the evaluation of our approach. If the
existing system lacks any requirements that our method can elicit,
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Figure 6: The conceptual model of OUJ’s study supporting the world with Traverser.

(a) The scope of Person’s traverse from University (b) The scope of StandardStudent’s traverse from University

Figure 7: Traverser presents accessible scope of an actor with a read permission.

we can conclude that our method is e�ective in eliciting missing
requirements.

The selected example was WAKABA, which is a system of aca-
demic a�airs of the Open University of Japan (OUJ). We are familiar
with the domain of academic a�airs. This means that we can be
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the domain experts and build the conceptual model of the target
domain by ourselves.

OUJ provides broadcasting lectures for Japanese people. Students
can enroll and register for lectures via WAKABA. So, we can expect
students to traverse web pages provided by OUJ in order to search
for information on subjects, lecturers, study centers, etc. The major
actors of WAKABA are over 85 thousand students, 360 lecturers,
and sta�s. Furthermore, Japanese people older than 15 years old
are allowed to be students of OUJ. The students of OUJ are highly
diversi�ed. It is not adequate to de�ne a typical student as a persona
for eliciting requirements.

The conceptual model of WAKABA is simpli�ed and shown in
Fig. 6.

5.2 Procedures
After building the conceptual model shown in Fig. 6, we generated
traverses by Traverser. Then, we tried to use the web pages of
WAKABA and created a site map of the system.

The map represents the structure of objects within the system as
shown in Fig. 8. The map shows that, for example, there are not any
links between subjects and lecturers. This means that the actors of
WAKABA cannot access any lecturer’s from a syllabus of a certain
subject within WAKABA. We compared the traverses generated
by Traverser with the map and analyzed the e�ectiveness of our
method in improving the completeness of requirements.

5.3 Analysis of the result
Actors’ inheritance structure is also presented in Fig. 6. The permis-
sion of actors for each association is shown by an abbreviation of
the name of actors’ categories. For example, “SS” is the abbreviation
of StandardStudent.

The following functional requirements are implemented inWAK-
ABA.

(1) Subjects are categorized into six specialty courses.
(2) In each category, subjects are grouped into basic, introduc-

tory, speciality, and synthesis.
(3) A syllabus for each subject is opened to the public.
(4) All of lecturers’ information is provided; pro�le, title of lec-

tures, achievements, etc.
(5) Multimedia teaching materials are accessible for students

who register themselves to the related subjects.
When a student wants to access the syllabus of a subject, s/he must
execute the following process.

(1) Visit the top page of WAKABA.
(2) Find her/his course.
(3) Find a target subject.
(4) Access the syllabus of the subject.

Though the functional requirements may be successfully imple-
mented, there could be some missing requirements.
• MissReq1: S/he cannot access the multimedia teaching mate-
rials from the syllabus. We guess that this requirement was
not implemented because of the the architecture of WAK-
ABA. The architecture has two subsystems. One is for open
access pages and the other is for closed access pages that
require actors to log in to the system. Thus, after a student

logs in to the latter system, s/he cannot access the syllabus
of subjects any more except for their registered subjects.
• MissReq2: S/he cannot cannot access lecturers’ information
from the syllabus.
Every syllabus is provided by a PDF �le without any links.
• MissReq3: In genera, a standard student who logs in to the
system, s/he is not allowed to access open information.

In contrast, Traverser can output the following traverses.
• An actor StandardStudent who accesses a/an Subject object
can access(read) the Medium object or the TV object or the
Radio object or the Schooling object or the Online object from
the Subject object.

The TV object, the Radio object, the Schooling object and the On-
line object are multimedia teaching materials. Therefore, we could
elicit MissReq1 by the traverse. We can obtain another traverses as
follows:
• An actor StandardStudent who accesses a/an Subject object
can access(read) theTeachingMaterial objects from the Subject
object.
• An actor StandardStudent who accesses a/an Subject object
can access(read) the Lecturer objects from the Subject object,
and the Subject objects from each Lecturer object.
• An actor StandardStudent who accesses a/an Subject object
can access(read) the Lecturer objects from the Subject object,
and the Article objects from each Lecturer object.

The actor is speci�ed as StandardStudent in these traverses. This
implies that the actor has logged in to the system and has been
certi�ed as a standard student. Therefore, we could elicit MissReq2
and MissReq3 by the traverses. When we interpret traverses, it
is not a matter of whether the information is open or closed, but
whether the actor can access the information from a certain object
or not. We could derive actors’ operational requirements from the
traverses rather than simple functional requirements.

A syllabus is an attribute of every Subject. Thus, if an actor can
access a subject, s/he can access its syllabus. The stereotypes “open”
and “closed” de�ned in each class explicitly tell developers when
the actor should log in to the system. According to our experi-
ment, we can conclude that our approach helps us elicit the missing
requirements.

6 DISCUSSION
In this paper, we evaluated the e�ectiveness of our method and
Traverser through the experiment. We focused on the permissions
of each actors’ group and links between objects within a conceptual
model. As a result, we were successful in eliciting some functional
requirements that were not presented within the existing system.
However, the outcome is the result of having applied our method to
only one case. In order to conclude that our method and the tool are
actually e�ective in the improvement of requirements completeness,
we should apply them to other cases. In the rest of this section, we
validate the results of the case study [20].

6.1 The threats of internal validity
One threat of internal validity is that the conceptual model of WAK-
ABA might be built for traverse generation, only. The model is
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Figure 8: A site map (part) of OUJ home page.

applicable as a general conceptual model of the domain of academic
a�airs with minor changes. For example, the OUJ speci�c organi-
zational objects; e.g. various kinds of students, study center, etc.,
must be deleted, and only then will be the organizational objects of
the target university able to be added to the model. Thus, the con-
ceptual model of WAKABA is applicable to other universities and
it is not built for traverse generation only. If we obtain conceptual
models of other domains, we will analyze the access permissions
of each actors’ group and add the information to the model. The
key factors with regard to traverses are the relationships between
objects and permissions.

6.2 The threats of external validity
The threats of external validity are as follows:

• Whether every engineer can use the method or not.
First of all, the perfection of the conceptual model may be
essential, or the model must be updated after reviewing
the traverses until obtaining adequate traverses from the
model. If the model is successfully developed, Traverser
can generate adequate traverses. In our future work, we
have to improve the quality of the text of traverses and avoid
ambiguities.
• The unde�ned requirements that the Traverser generated
were known to the stakeholders of WAKABA, but were
deleted because of their priority policy.
We cannot generate a counter-argument to the threat. The
strategy of WAKABA might be to provide information con-
cerning the structure or process of education, rather than
provide information of educational contents though an e�-
cient process. The role of the traverses is to help requesters
and developers become aware of missing requirements, and
make decisions whether or not to add them to the require-
ments speci�cations.
• If the size of the conceptual model becomes too large, the
number of traverses will explode.
That being the case, if the size of the model does become too
large, the model can be divided into smaller sized models.
• The unde�ned requirements in WAKABA are OUJ speci�c
requirements.
We researched three systems of other universities in Japan

and have sought syllabi. We could not reach the lecturers’
homepages from the various syllabi acquired. Further, of
those acquired, the syllabi were provided in PDF without
any hyperlinks. According to the results, we are sure that
systems of academic a�airs may have similar structure and
lack of requirements.

6.3 Limitations of the method
As we mentioned in the previous sections, the conceptual model
approach has some limitations. Since the conceptual model is a
static model, we cannot generate traverses that imply temporal
information. The tool can generate only possible traverses.

We have also applied a class diagram to representing conceptual
models. When we apply a class diagram to representing a concep-
tual model, the consequence is, that we cannot designate a speci�c
object. Again, Fig. 3 represents an example of an association class.
In this �gure, we can represent relations among Student, Subject,
and Registration with access permissions of every actor. As a result,
the model implies that “every student is allowed to read information
of Student, as well as the result of their registration from a subject
that has an association class with a student.” This is an example
of an incorrect requirement. In the real world, every student is
permitted to read their own personal data, and the results of their
registration: however, they are not allowed to read other students
personal data, nor are they permitted to read the results of other
students’ registration for certain subjects. The extracted traverses
have to be reviewed by developers and requesters.

The access control is imperfect, because the method only men-
tions permissions on associations/aggregations. An actor who is
allowed to read a «closed» object is not de�ned well enough in
the conceptual model. Such access permission must be de�ned in
other models. In the real world, if students have not registered
themselves for a subject, it goes without saying that they are then
not permitted to read any personal data with regard to the subject.
However, our method cannot represent such constraints.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we propose a method and a tool to construct traverses
bymeans of a conceptual model and an actors’ inheritance structure.
The focus of our research is on the web-system and to follow the
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traverse of actors among the web pages within the system. Accord-
ing to the experiment, we concluded that the extension of the class
diagram to be a conceptual model is a novel point of our research,
and moreover, the method and tool can elicit missing requirements
automatically. Traverser generates all of the possible accessing
paths of actors within the conceptual model. We do not discuss the
adequacy of conceptual models in this paper. Of course, our method
is applicable, if and only if the conceptual model is adequate. In our
future work, we will apply the method and tool to other domains
and evaluate the e�ectiveness more widely. Furthermore, we will
validate the practicability of our approach with practitioners.
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